Full-size digital storage phosphor chest radiography: effect of 4K versus 2K matrix size on observer performance in detection of subtle interstitial abnormalities.
To compare observer performance in the detection of subtle interstitial abnormalities on 3,520 x 3,520 (4K) matrix and 1,760 x 1,760 (2K) matrix full-size digital storage phosphor (DSP) chest radiographs. Thirty-five 4K DSP chest radiographs with subtle interstitial abnormalities (n=27) or normal lungs (n=8) were processed with a half-band low-pass filter to produce 2K DSP radiographs. Although the actual matrix size of the 2K DSP radiographs remained 4K, the effective matrix size was reduced to 2K. Four chest radiologists independently evaluated full-sized hard-copy of the 4K and 2K DSP radiographs, and scored the presence of interstitial abnormalities for both right and left lungs on a five-point confidence scale. With findings on high-resolution computed tomography as the reference standard, observer performance was evaluated using multireader-multicase receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis. The average area under the ROC curve (Az) values for 4K and 2K DSP radiographs were 0.791+/-0.055 and 0.804+/-0.050, respectively. Both individual and averaged Az values showed no statistically significant differences (p>0.05) between 4K and 2K DSP radiographs. Observer performance in the detection of subtle interstitial abnormalities on 4K full-size DSP chest radiographs was equivalent to that on 2K full-size DSP chest radiographs.